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BY

J. MARSHALL ASH

Introduction. In §1 of this paper a derivative generalizing the Riemann deriva-

tive is considered. The existence of this derivative on a set is shown to imply the

existence of the Peano derivative almost everywhere on the set. In §2 the W norm

(1 ̂ p<oo) replaces the 7.°° norm of §1 and the same result is proved. A special

case of this result is that the existence of the Riemann V derivative implies the

existence of the Peano LP derivative almost everywhere. In §3 a generalization of

smoothness is shown to imply smoothness almost everywhere. We consider only

measurable sets of real numbers and real valued functions of a real variable.

1. An 7,°° generalization of the Riemann derivative. A function/is said to have

a Peano derivative of order k at x, i.e., fe tAx), if there are constants f0{x),

fi{x).fAx) such that

fix + 0 = foix)+fx{x)t+ ■ ■ ■ +£j£ tk + oitk)       as t-> 0.

We say / is Peano bounded of order k at x, i.e., fe TAx), if there are constants

foix),. . .,fk-Ax) such that

/(*+') -/o(*)+/i(*)*+ • • • +|^1§ f-' + Oit«)       ast^O.

Let A={a0, ax,..., ak+l; A0,..., Ak+¡} be a set of real numbers with a^üj

if ijtj satisfying

2^ = 0,        ; = 0, 1,..., k-1,

= k\,      j = k.

We say that / has a kth generalized derivative with respect to A at the point x,

i.e.,fegAx, A), if there is a constant/(W(x)=/(fc)(x, A) such that

2
i = 0

»-ri

2 AJix + att) = fk)ix)tk + oitk)       as t -+ 0.
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A function / is generalized-bounded of order k with respect to  A  at x,  i.e.,

fe Gk{x, A), if

k + l

I
¡ = 0

2 A,f{x+att) = 0(tk)       as i->0.

To demonstrate the reason for the conditions on ¿l,i¿¿ ̂ fil, let/e tk(x). Then

fc + i     r k fAx)2 Ajix+aj) =2A< ZJJW-M+o(ñ
i = 0 1 = 0 Lj = 0    J-

j = o   J-        Li = o

+ o(tk)

= fk(x)tk + o{tk)       asi-^0.

In other words, the conditions assure that if the Peano derivative exists, the

generalized derivative will exist and be equal to it.

If /=0 and if the a,'s are given, since the k + 1 ,4¡'s must satisfy the k +1 con-

ditions, and since the matrix ((af)) is a Van der Monde matrix and hence invertible,

it follows that the A ¡'s can be expressed in terms of the a¡'s. To be precise (see

Denjoy [1])

At = [ni*-«*)]-1-*! i = 0,l,...,k.

If, on the other hand, />0, the a¡s and the k+l conditions do not uniquely

determine the Ay's. I will be called the excess.

Probably the most important example of the generalized derivative is the

Riemann derivative. The kth Riemann derivative is obtained by setting

ay = -2+/, i = 0, 1,..., k.

Since /=0, we find that

Mn[(-H-(-N])~'-C)<-'>"
The relationships between the various derivatives which have been introduced

may be displayed diagrammatically as at top of p. 183.

The arrows denote inclusion. For example, if fetk(x), then fe Tk(x), so that

tk(x)^Tk(x). As may be shown by simple counterexample, none of the arrows

may be reversed.

However, there is a classical theorem of Zygmund and Marcinkiewicz which

states that if a function is k Riemann-bounded on a set, then at almost every point

of that set it has a kth Peano derivative [2]. This may be generalized to
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il¿_ j±k-

,(«,*>

(SPECIAL CASE)

RIEMANN DERIVATIVE

ikL ^

(SPECIAL CASE)

RIEMANN BOUNDEDNESS

Figure 1   (Relationships between derivatives).

Theorem 1. Let fe G Ax, A) for all xe E, then fe tAx) for almost every xeE.

(The case k = 1,1=0 is classical. The case k=2,1=0 was done by Marcinkiewicz

and Zygmund [3].)

Lemma 1. Let 0 be a point of density of S. Let {a¡, ßt}, i= 1,..., m be any set of

real numbers such that ß^Ofor all i. Then for all u>0 sufficiently small, there is a

v e [u, 2u\ such that

aiu+ßtV eê,       i = 1,..., m.

Proof. Let <p be the characteristic function of S. Let

At = {ve [u, 2u] | aiU+ßiV e ê}.

For each i,

rj    /•(œ, + 2i,)utpia^+ßiv) dv = 3- (pis) ds
Pi J(a,+ß0u

[iai+2ßi)u-{ai+ßi)u] — u       as u-> +0
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since 0 is a point of density of S. Hence by choosing u sufficiently small we can

make

\M > (i-¿)«, i = 1, 2, m.

For any sets A and B, let A — B denote all the points of A that do not belong to B.

Then

[u,2H]-rMi
i = i

Ui[u,2u]-Ad
i=i
m i

g S \[u,2u]-Al\<2jku = u
i=i

so that

[«,2«]n(n A¡) ¥> 0

and any i> of this set will satisfy the conclusion of the lemma.

Lemma 2. The sliding lemma : Suppose that a ïï 0, n ̂  1 and

2 ^i/(*+fliO = 0(/ 0      for all xeE,
i = 0

iAen for any real a,

n

2 A,f(x+(ai-a)t) = 0(/a)      /or almost every xeE.
1 = 0

lf"0" is replaced by "o" /« i/ie hypothesis, then the conclusion also holds with "o"

in place of'"O".

Proof. We may assume a0/0 by reordering the terms if necessary. We may

assume that 0<|£|<oo. Let £, = {;cg£| |2,n=o ̂ i/(x + a(0| =j\t\a if \t\ < 1//}.

Since |£—£,| -> 0, it suffices to prove the lemma at every point of E¡ which is a

point of density of E¡. To simplify notation, let x=0 be such a point. Let t be

greater than 0 (the case i<0 is proved similarly). By Lemma 1, if t is sufficiently

small, there is a « g [t, 2t] such that all of

(ai—a)t—a0u,       i = 0,1,.. .,n

and

-at+(ak-a0)u,       k = l,...,n

belong to Es. Since (ay — d)t—aoU e E¡, we have

n

2 Akf\{(ay-a)t-aoU\+aku] = 0(ua) = 0(f),       i = 0,l,...,n.
k = 0
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Multiplying the ith equation by At and summing over i, we have

2 ilif 2 Akf[{iai-a)t-a0u}+aku]] = 0{t").
i = 0 U = 0 J

Rearranging the order of summation, we obtain

2 Ak\2 ^/[{-ar+(afc-aoM+a(ol = W*).
k = o      U = o J

Since the term in curly brackets is in E} for k > 0, each term of the outer sum except

the &=0 term is 0{t"). Hence that term is also 0(ra), i.e.,

n

Ao 2 ^¡/[{-ar+(ßo-öo)"}+ßii] = Oit").
i = 0

Dividing by A0 and simplifying, we have

2 AJ[{ai-a)t] = Oit")       as /-* +0,
1 = 0

which is the desired result. The "o" case is proved in a very similar manner.

Lemma 3. If \Ut1=oAtfix+ait)\ = Oil) for all xeE, then f is bounded in a

neighborhood of almost every point x e E.

We omit the proof which is similar to that of Lemma 5 on page 13 of [2].

Because of Lemma 3, without loss of generality we may add the assumption that

/is bounded to the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Since / is bounded it is locally

integrable; so we may define D'fby

DJix) = f\x), D-ifix) = [7(0 *,.... D-fix) = f D-«-"f{t) dt.
Ja Ja

We come now to the cornerstone of the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 4. Suppose that fis bounded and

k+l

I
i = 0

2 Afix+a¡t) = 0{tk)       as t -> 0 for all xeE.

Then there is an integer s = 0 such that D sf is {k+s) Riemann-bounded at almost

every xeE.

Proof. First let us suppose that all the a,'s are integers and that /=0. We may

suppose that a0<ax< ■ ■ • <ak. From the sliding lemma it follows that we may

assume a0 = l. If there are no gaps in the sequence {a0,..., ak}, i.e., if a0 = l,

ax=2, a2 = 3,...,ak=k + l, after sliding the sequence to the left by k/2+l, we

deduce from the remarks preceding Figure 1 that/is k Riemann-bounded almost

everywhere on E. If there are gaps, we fill them by integration. For example, if
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ay > 2, we adjoin 2 to the set of ay's as follows. Sliding the original derivative to the

left by 2, we obtain

k

2 Ayf(x+(ay-2)t) = 0(tk)       for almost every xeE.
t = o

Now integrating from 0 to A where h is small, we obtain

2 -^2 D-V(x + (at-2)h)- \f -A-U-Vix) = 0(hk")

for almost every x in £.

Finally sliding this to the right by 2, we obtain

i = o "t   *■ L = o ay — 2
D'1f(x+2h) = 0(hk+1)

for almost every ag£. This result shows that almost everywhere on £, D_1/is

k +1 generalized-bounded with respect to a set whose a('s have one fewer gap than

had the original set of a¡'s(2). Note that the excess is still 0. If ak=k+1 +s, there

were s gaps initially, so after repeating this filling process s— 1 more times, we

obtain the conclusion of the lemma.

Next we suppose that the a('s are integers, but that />0. Fix /. It suffices to show

that for some positive integer Sy, D~sif is k+Sy generalized-bounded with respect

to a (fc+Si)th generalized derivative of excess H—l. For if we can do this, an at

most /-fold iteration of the process will reduce this case to the /=0 case above.

By employing the process of filling in the gaps, we may suppose that a0 = l,

ay=2,..., ak+i=k+l+l. It is important to note that the process of filling never

increases the excess since at each step the order of the derivative is increased by

one, while the number of a¡'s is increased by at most one. (The process of filling

may actually decrease the excess. For example, if ay>2 and ^]{¿o Ai¡{ai—2)=0,

then after sliding to the left by 2, we have a (k + l)st derivative based on the original

k+l+1 af's so that the excess is immediately /—1.)

Set r=k+l+l. Recalling that we may suppose ay-y = i, lHi¿¡r, we may

now write our assumption

(1.1) 2 A* - ¿i*+") = W       as í -> 0,
i = l

for all xeE.

(2) If 2kí¿ (Ata{) is equal to 0 when j < k, is equal to & ! when j=k, then 2?=<J At(at—a)'

= Zi=o (A,a{) so that any slide of a A:th generalized derivative is still a kth generalized deriv-

ative. Also if no a, = 0, 2f=ó (Ajada' is equal to ~2kí¿ (Ay/a,) when j=0, is equal to 0 when

j= 1, 2,..., k and equals k\ when j=k+ 1 so that integration from 0 to A yields a (k+ l)st

generalized derivative. To obtain proper normalization, each integration should be coupled

with a multiplication by the constant k + l. We shall always assume that this has been done.
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Sliding this to the left by r +1, we have

(1.2) 2 A-ifix + [i-ir+1)]0 = 0{tk)       for almost every xeE.
i = l

Integrating (1.1) and (1.2), we obtain

187

(1.3) 2^7
U-l

¿tí
i

D-yix) = oitk+i)2^f±D-y{x+it)-

for almost every xeE; and

o-4) 2 . A/-\, D-vix+[j-{r+i)]o- \y .A'-* D-ifix) = 0{tk + 1)

for almost every xeE. Sliding equation (1.4) to the right by r and changing indices

by setting i=j— I, we have

r-l    Ai

(1.5)
At2 r^-D-Vix+it)-   2 7Z7 D-'fix+rt) = 0(/*+1)

i = o '    r Li = o '    '.

for almost every xeE.

We now show that the coefficients of (1.3) and (1.5) are not proportional. If the

derivatives in (1.3) and (1.5) have been suitably normalized (see footnote (3)),

then when they are tested on the function gix)=xk+1Ak+1)!, both are identically

equal to tk+1. Hence if the coefficients of the derivatives in (1.3) and (1.5) are

proportional, they must be equal. Suppose this is the case. Equating the coefficients

offix+it), i= 1, 2,..., r— 1, we have

A. Al
i-r'

i = I,...,r-l,

which yields recursively,

AX=^A0={-i)^~ly0,

A2 = ^.LzLAo = (_lf(r-iy^

(r-l)-r (r-2)-r     1-r /-ly-i/'"1^
Ar~l~    (r-l)        r-2 1    A°-{    l)     \r-l)A°-

But r-l=k + l>k, so

Íií,-ii*-ií«r¿(-iy(r.V-o
i=i i=o V   i   I

contrary to the assumption that (1.1) is a A:th generalized derivative.

Hence the derivatives in (1.3) and (1.5) do not have all coefficients equal. There-

fore there is an ¿0 e{0, 1,..., r} such that the coefficients of fix+i0t), call them
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a and b, are unequal. Set a=b(b-a)~1 and ß=-a(b-a)~1 and consider the

derivative formed by adding the derivative in (1.3) multiplied by a to the derivative

in (1.5) multiplied by ß. Since a + S = l, this is a (k+l)th generalized derivative

which is properly normalized, as can be seen by testing it on g. Since aa+ßb=0,

the coefficient of f(x+i0t) is equal to zero, so that this derivative is based on the

set £={1, 2,..., i0— 1, /0+ 1, • • -, k + l+l} and hence has excess ¿I— 1. Then

from (1.3) and (1.5) we note that D'^fe Gk+1(x, B) for almost every xeE.

Finally, let the a¡'s be arbitrary. Lemma 4 will be proved if we can show that there

is a C={C0,..., Ck + l+S2; c0,..., ck+¡+¡2} such that all the c('s are integers and

D~srfe Gk+S2(x, C) for almost every xeE. Our hypothesis is that

fc+i

(1.6) 2 AJ(x+att) = 0(tk)       for all xeE.
i = 0

Let M<={a0,.. .,ak+i} be a commensurable set, i.e., there is a real number q

such that mq is an integer for every me M. Let M be of maximal cardinality, i.e.,

if N<={a0, ■ ■., ak + l} is a commensurable set, then N has no more elements than

does M. Replacing t by qt, we may assume without loss of generality, that all the

elements of M are integers. By the sliding lemma we may assume that no ^=0.

Let n be any integer £ {0, a0,.. .,ak+1}. Integrating equation (1.6) we have

k+_i a rfc+<

(1.7) 2^D^f(x+ayt)-   2
To ai

él D-^x) = 0(tk + 1)

for all xeE. From equation (1.6) and the sliding lemma, we have

2 Atf(x+[ai-n]t) = 0(tk)
i = 0

for almost every xeE. Integrating this and then sliding the result back to the right

by n, we have

i1-8) 2 -£tn D-Vix + ad)- [*f ¿zjD^fix + nt) = 0(/* + 1)

for almost every xeE.

If M={a0.ak+i}, the conclusion is immediate with s2=0, c¡ = a¡. If not, we

pick a¡e{a0,..., ak+l} such that a¡$M. Since n^O, we may set y=a¡\n and

8 = (n-aj)ln. We find that y + 8= 1 and (A¡laj)y+(Ajl(aj-n))8=0. Therefore if we

add the derivative in (1.7) multiplied by y to the derivative in (1.8) multiplied by 8,

by the argument preceding (1.6), the resultant (k + l)th derivative is normalized, and

has zero for the coefficient of D ~ *f{x + a¡t). Furthermore D ~ x/is (k+l) generalized-

bounded with respect to this derivative at almost every x e E. If

{a0,ay,.. .,aj-y,aj+y,.. .,ak+l,0,n}

is a commensurable set, the conclusion has been reached with s2=l. If not, we

pick a'j e {a0,..., ak+!] such that a'¡$ M u {a,} and repeat the argument. At least
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one element of the set of a¡'s that are not members of M is removed at each step,

so we obtain the desired result with s2 = the cardinality of this set.

Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 4 we have that for some integer s, D~sf is

k+s Riemann-bounded for almost every xeE. From Theorem 1 of [2] it follows

that D~sfe tk+Ax) for almost every xeE.

Since D~sfetk+Ax) for almost every xeE, there is a perfect set U^E of

measure arbitrarily close to E and there are functions Fx and F2 such that

(1) D-°f=F1+F2,
(2) Fx has k+s ordinary continuous derivatives on E,

(3) F2=0onII.

See [4] for this decomposition. Define 7)' to be the ordinary z'th derivative. From

(2) it follows that if we set / = DSFX, then / has k continuous derivatives on E.

Almost everywhere on E, DsD~sf exists and is equal to/ Hence

DSF2 = DS[D-Sf-Fx]

exists and is equal to f-fx almost everywhere on E. Set f2 = DSF2. Since II is

perfect,

MM = l¡m Jfr+O-W =       iim      *fr+0-W = o,
t->0 / x + t„en;f„-.0 tn

D2FAx) = D^FAx)] = 0,

and

DsF2{x) = DiD'-'FAx)] = 0

almost everywhere on II. Since / and fx e G Ax, A) for almost every xeE, f2

e G Ax, A) for almost every xeE. It suffices to prove that f2 e tk{x) for almost

every x e II. Lemma 7 of [2] states that if a function belongs to Tk{x) on a set,

then almost everywhere on that set the function belongs to rfc(x). Hence Theorem

1 is proved if we can show that/2(x+0 = 0{tk) when x is a point of density of II.

We may assume that

ifc + i

2 AJAx+aA)è M\t\k   if   |r| < 8 for all xen.

Let 0 be a point of density of II. By Lemma 1, if t > 0 is sufficiently small, there is a

u e [t, 2f ] such that all of the points

t-a0u,

t+{ai-a0)u,       i = 1,.. .,k+l,

belong to II (if a0=0, reorder the first two terms). Then

Mt + iai-aoM = 0,       i = 1, 2,..., k + l,

so that

Mo/2(OI = 2 AJA^-aoul + aiU) < Muk Ú 2kMtk
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if t is sufficiently small. This shows that f2 e Tk(0) and completes the proof of

Theorem 1.

Remark. We may strengthen Theorem 1 by weakening the hypothesis to

k + l

2 Affix+att) = 0(tk)       as t -► +0 for all x e E
i = 0

while still obtaining the same conclusion that/" g tk(x) for almost every xeE.

The proof of Theorem 1 may be followed line for line with the following ex-

ceptions. We must invoke Theorem 7 of [2] instead of Theorem 1 of that paper.

Theorem 7 states that iff is k Riemann-bounded as t -> +0 at each jc of E, then

fe tk(x) for almost every xeE. Also the reference to Lemma 7 of [2] must be

replaced by one to Theorem 8 ofthat paper which states that iff is Peano-bounded

of order k as t -» +0 for all x e E, thenfe tk(x) for almost every xeE.

2. An LP generalization of the Riemann derivative. Now let lá/?<oo and let

fe V[x—e, x+e] for some e>0. We may extend all of the definitions of derivatives

given in §1 to definitions of derivatives in Lp.

A function f is said to have at x a A:th Peano derivative in LP, i.e., fe tk(x) if

there are constants f0(x),.. .,fk(x) such that

(ir|/(*+/)-{/ow+• • • +fjw tk}\dt)iip=°m ash->°-

Let A={A0,.. -,Ak+l; a0,.. .,ak+,} be such that

k + l

2^a/ = 0, j = 0,l,...,k-l,
i = 0

= k\,      j = k.

We say that/is ^-generalized-bounded in£" with respect to A at x, i.e.,/e G%{x, A),

if
(1    fh I k +1 p      \ 1/p

¿      Y^Ayftx+ayt)   dt\     = 0(hk)       ash->0.

The classes T%(x) and gl(x, A) are also defined by replacing the £co norm of

§1 by the LP norm. As in §1, if fe Gvk(x, A) in the special case when

/ is said to be A>Riemann-bounded in L" at x. All the relations depicted in Figure

1 are still valid if the superscript p is attached to the name of each class. Parallel

to Theorem 1 we have

Theorem 2. Iffe Gvk(x, A) for all xeE, thenfe tl(x)for almost every xeE.

Mary Weiss has proved that if/ has a kth symmetric LP derivative for all xeE,

thenfe t^(x) for almost every xeE [5]. Since the existence of the Arth symmetric
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L" derivative at x implies the existence of the kth Riemann L" derivative at x, her

result is contained in Theorem 2.

Proof. If g £ Lp, by Holder's inequality we have

ii ch if /i ch \1/p|¿J>)* íÍJ>OI*ígjriKrtf*)   •
Hence from the hypothesis of Theorem 2 we may deduce that

(2.1) If   J AJix+aiOdt^ Oihk)       at/i^O
" Jo   (=o

for every x e E. If some a,=0, say a0=0, then

i       k + l

^— 2 Ai[f{x+2ait)-f{x+ait)]
z        l i = 0

still is a kth generalized derivative, since

-±-kfAia{{2>-l) = 0,        j<k,
L i  ( = 0

= k\,      j = k.
Further,

h J0 ? a/"(*+2«,odt = ¿ J0 2 aa*+«*) *

= OH2h)k) = Oihk)      ash^O

for every re£. Hence we may assume that (2.1) holds with no at=0.

Multiplying (2.1) by h and performing the integration, we have

2 T D-'fix+aft-f £ D-Vix) = 0(Ak+1)
i = 0 "i i = 0 "f

as h -> 0 for every x e 7Í. Since

v4_y 4 = 0

and

K^í-o,     1SyS*.
= *:!,       J-k+l,

after multiplication by £: +1 we have that 7)-1/is ik+l) generalized-bounded with

respect to

/   WAt A0        Ak+l \< — > —» —.-—, u, a0,.. .,afc+1>-
1   ,4*o c¡   a0 ûfc+i J

at every x £ E. By Theorem 1, Z)_1/e rfc+i(;c) for almost every x e Tí.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, set D " */= G+L where G is k +1 times continuously

differentiable throughout the domain of D_1/and where L=0 on an arbitrarily
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large perfect subset II of £. Then on £ (assuming we have removed the points

where D1D~1f=£f), £-1/ and G are both differentiable and hence so is

L=D'1f-G. In particular, L is differentiable on II and since II is perfect,

£)iL=/=0 on n. Also f e Gpk(x, A) and D^G e tk(x)SGpk(x, A) if *gI1ç£, so

that / g Gl(x, A) for every point of II.

It suffices to prove that /, and hence/, belongs to t\\x) for almost every x e II.

To do this, it suffices to prove that leTvk(x) and that ly(x)=0, i=0,l,...,k—l,

at each point of density of II. For from this result, by Theorem 10 of [6], it follows

that le t^(x) at almost every x in II. We collect what remains to be proved of

Theorem 2 into a lemma.

Lemma 5. Let l(x)=0 on E, \E\ >0, leLP, and

Jo  |i = o

for all xeE, where a> 1, pzz 1 (we actually only need the case of a=kp+1). Then

Ch\ ■£>
\yAtl(x+att)

Jo    ( = 0
dt = 0(ha)       ash->0

f    |/(jc+01" dt = 0(ha)       ash^O
J-h

for almost every xeE.

(The proof follows that of a similar lemma in [5].)

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, without loss of generality we may assume

that

x + ayt)   dt g M\h\a       if\h\ < 8(2.2)
Jo  |¡ = o

for all xeE. It suffices to prove this lemma for each point of density of £. Let

x=0 be such a point. We must show

(2.3) \l(t)\"dt = 0(ha)       ash->0.

Assume that a0/0 in (2.2) (if it does, reorder). If a0J=l, we set s=a0t, and divide

by Mol :

r°h\l(x+s)+y Aö'Ajix + s^]
Jo i=i V aol

ds < M

Moflo'
IT Ml*

if \h\ < 8, i.e., if lûo^l < ko|8- Hence we may assume that a0=A0 = 1 in (2.2).

Either

(2.4)

or

j* \l(t)\" dt ï ± jjl(t)\» dt

£ \i(t)\> dt < i j*_   \l{t)\> dt.
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Suppose that the former holds (the argument is essentially the same if the latter

holds). For definiteness, assume h > 0.

Let 7^ be the complement of E. Pick x e [ - hß, 0] n E (this can be done if h is

sufficiently small since 0 is a point of density).

pi/(oi*#2s rx \i{x-ro\p dt
Jo Jo

(2.5)

^  f  llix + O+yAilix + aA^dt-r f        \l(x+t)\'dt
Jo ¡Tí Jacx.H)

where A{x, h)={te [0, h-x] \ ix+aA) eFfor some ieiV={l,..., «}}.

(2.6) f       \¡ix + t)\>dt¿2 f        \Kt)\'dt,

since

Aix,h)S Ü Aix,h)
¡=i

where At{x, h)={se[0,h-x]\x+aiseF}={te[x,h]\xil-ai)+aiteF} (the last

equality coming from the substitution s = x+t).

Suppose that we can prove:

(2.7) There is an x e [-A/2, 0] n E such that

f        \¡it)\'dt Ú ± F \lit)\» dt,       i=l,2,...,n.
Ja¡(x,h) ¿n jo

Then from (2.2), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) we will have

I f   \l{t)\pdt ̂ Mih-x)a = M{2Kf = 2aMha

which when combined with (2.4), yields

f   \lit)\pdt S 2 f \K0\pdt <> 2a + 2Mha
J -ft Jo

which in turn implies (2.3), as required.

Only (2.7) remains to be proved. Set M=maxieN {l/2 + (3/2)|a¡|}. Define e = eQi) by

J    çMh

E = r Xf(0 ^
« J -Mb.

where xf is the characteristic function of 7*. Note that 0 is a point of rarefaction of

F, so e can be made arbitrarily small by choosing h sufficiently small. Set

Kx) =  f |/(0|* dt =  f |/(0|p xrix[l-aj + aj) dt.
•Mi(x.ft) Jx
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f     It(x)dxzi¡0     if   {¡(Ol'xpixV-ayi + ayOdAdx
J-h/2 J-ft/2   LJ-h J

i rMh      rn

= TT3T\\ \l{u)\pXF{v)dudv,
|1—c7¡| J -Mh J-h

setting u = t, v = ayt + (l -at)x and noting \(d(t, x)¡d(u, v))\ =(1/| 1 -a¡|). Hence

L«*>*sir^LC^H[J>'H
using Fubini's theorem and its converse freely since all functions are positive and

integrable. By (2.4) and the definition of e,

f     IMdxi-J-rehlÇ \I{t)\>dt.
J-h/2 l1—flf| JO

By Tchebycheff's inequality, if

By = [xe [-J o] n E\It(x) > ¿ £ |/(0|" *},

then

i.e.,

^•¿r^^^iï^ir'w^

l*.| =
4neh

\T=a7\
Picking h so small that

we have

so that

e <

min |1— a¡|

16w2     '

I£.l <
4nh

min|l-a,|       .
ieN ^   n

< —

U Bi=i

1-ûil "    16/r2       = 4n

h
Í I \*\ < 4i=i

If we further choose h so small that \[-h/2, 0] n £| ^/¡/4, we can find an x

such that

x g   -^, oj n £   and   x $ \J By.

This is the x required for (2.7). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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Remark. As in §1, we may weaken the hypothesis of Theorem 2 to

/ï  c» ifc + i p    \ i/p
)      asA->+0

for all xeE, while still obtaining the conclusion fe tl{x) for almost every xeE.

The proof of this remark follows the proof of Theorem 2 except that Theorem

1 is replaced by the remark at the end of §1, Theorem 10 of [6] is coupled with

Lemma 6 below, and Lemma 5 is replaced by Lemma 7 below.

Lemma 6. Let a>0. If

|/(jc+ 01" dt = Oih")      as h -+ + 0 for all xeE,

then

|¡ix +1)|p dt = Oih")       as h-> +0for almost every xeE.

The same conclusion holds if our hypothesis is

\lix+t)\" dt = Oih") ash^+0      for all xeE.L
Proof. We prove only the former statement, since the proof of the latter is

similar. As in Lemma 5, without loss of generality we may assume

\!{x+1)\"dtúMh«       if 0 < h < 8 for all xeE.

To simplify notation, let 0 be a point of density of E. It suffices to show

f    1/(01"* = i4aM)h"

if h is sufficiently small. Pick h<8¡4 so small that [-2h, -h\r\E^0. Pick

-ke[-2h, -h]nE. Then 0<k<8/2, 2k<4h<8, and

/•ft ("k /»2fc

\lit)\>dt£ \l{0\pdt=        lH-k + Ol'dt
J-h J-k Jo

^ M{2k)a S Mi4h)a = i4aM)ha.

Lemma 7. Ifl{x) = 0 on E, \E\ >0, leLP for all xeE

/•ft I   " P

2 AJix+aiO   dt = OQi")       as h -+ +0
Jo  1,^0

where a> 1, /»^ 1, then

\l'x+01" dt = OQf)       as h-^ +0for almost every xeE.
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Proof. Because of Lemma 6, it suffices to show

|/(x+0|p dt = 0(ha)       ash->+0

for almost every x e E. Assume that a0 > 0. As in the proof of Lemma 5, we may

then assume A0 = a0= 1.

(If a0 < 0, the hypothesis can be reduced to

f°  I «Ô
\l(x+t)+y Ayl(x + att)

J-h\ ¡tl
dt = 0(ha)       as h -+ +0 for all xeE.

The proof then proceeds to the conclusion that

i    |/(x+0|p dt = 0(h")       as h^- +0 for almost every x e E.
J -h

Now apply the second part of Lemma 6 to produce the desired conclusion.)

As in Lemma 5, without loss of generality we may assume

¡¡(x+^+XAdix + ait)
Jo | (tl

dt ú Mha,       0 < h < 8 for all x e E.

By discarding a subset of measure zero we may further assume that every point of

£ is a point of differentiability for /£ |/(0|p dt, so that for all xeE,

Z>(Jj/(0|p<ft) - |/(*)|p = o.

Let 0 be a point of density of £. It suffices to show

f |/(0|p dt = 0(ha)       as/i-^+0.
Jo

Denote f* \l(t)\p dt by I(a, b). We divide the proof into three cases.

Case l. I(h¡2,h)>I(0,h)¡2.

In this case the proof is very much like that of Lemma 5. Pick x e [0, A/2] n E.

As in Lemma 5,

(2.8)

r(H=Lmpdt- ¡lmvdt

g  f   X\l(x+t)+yAtl(x + ayt)Pdt+y f |/(0r"*
JO y = y (tl Ja,(x,M

where Ay(x, h)={te [x, h] \ [1 -ay]x+ayt $ £}. As in Lemma 5, if h is sufficiently

small, an x e [0, h¡2] n £ may be found such that for all / = 1, 2,..., n
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For this x, (2.8) implies

7(0, h) < 2l(j, h\ í 4 f   * \lix+t)+ 2 AJix+aA)]" dt g 4Af(A-x)a á 4Mb."

if h is sufficiently small.

Case II.

iMh-W^ i = 0,1,..., fc— 1,

but

»9) ,(^4) >>,(„,*).
In this case we have

7(0, A) = /(fj, 2¿t) +7^, A)       for all /,

so

Hence

so that

'KM«-^H'(<4i = 0,1, ...,&-1.

r(o.*) s 2/(0.5»,). i = 0, !,...,*-!,

(2.10) 7(0, h) g 27(0, ¿) á 227(o, ¿) Í • • • Í 2fc7(o, |).

If A is sufficiently small, applying Case I to (2.9), we have

'(4)<0"
Combining this with (2.10), we have

since a > 1.7(0, A) < 2fcÍ4A7Í^jl < 4Mha

Case III. 7(A/2(+1, A/2')^ (1/2)7(0, A/2') for all i=0, 1,2,_
Reasoning as in Case II, we arrive at (2.10) for every k. Dividing through by A,

we obtain

l7(0,A)g^I_7(0,A),       fc-1,2,.
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Since by assumption, 0 g £ is a point of differentiability of the integral, the right-

hand side tends to 0 as k tends to infinity. Hence

i 7(0, A) = 0,       7(0, h) = 0,

which is surely 0(ha).   Q.E.D.

3. A generalization of smoothness.

Theorem 3. Let a, b, c be any distinct real numbers, and let A, B, C be real

numbers such that A + B+C=0, and not all of A, B, C=0. Suppose that for all

xeE,

Af(x+at)+Bf(x+bt) + Cf(x+ct) = O(0       as t -*■ 0.

Then:

(a) if Aa + Bb + Cc^O,fe tx(x) for almost every xeE.

(b) //^a+£6-l-Cc=0,/G Ky{x), i.e.,

f(x+t) +f(x- 0 - 2f(x) = O(0       as t -+ 0

for almost every xeE.

(c) if the "O" in the hypothesis of(h) is replaced by "o", it may also be replaced

by "o" in the conclusion, i.e., fis then smooth almost everywhere in E.

Proof. Part (a) was first proved by J. P. Kahane. It can be rephrased: if

fe Gy(x, {A, B, C; a, b, c}) for all xeE, then fe ty(x) for almost every xeE.

Thus stated, it is seen to be a special case of Theorem 1.

To prove (b), assume, for example, that ,4/0. By the sliding lemma,

Af(x+[a-c]t) + Bf(x+[b-c]t) + Cf(x) = 0(t) for almost every xeE. Set h

=(b-c)t, a=(a-c)l(b-c):

(3.1) Af(x + ah) + Bf(x + h) + Cf(x) = 0(h)

for almost every xeE.

Aa + B = -^—c [A(a-c) + B(b-c)] = ^ [aA + bB-c(A + B)]

= t— [aA + bB+cC]      (since A + B+C = 0)

= 0 (since Aa+Bb + Cc = 0).

Hence £= -aA, C= -(A + B) = (a-1)A so that (3.1) becomes after division by A

(3.2) f(x + ah)-af(X + h) + (a- l)f(x) = 0(h)

for almost every xeE. Slide this result by —a:

f(x)-af(x+[l-a]h) + (a-l)f(x-ah) = 0(h)
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for almost every xeE. Replace A by -A:

fix)-afix+[a-l]h) + ia-l)fix + ah) = 0(A)

for almost every xeE. Add the product of equation (3.2) by (1 —a) to this result:

-af{x+[a-l]h) + {l-a)i-a)fix + h)-aia-2)fix) = 0{h)

for almost every xeE. Divide(3) by — a and slide this by 1 :

fix + ah) + il-a)fix-r2h) + {a-2)fix + h) = 0(A)

for almost every xeE. Subtract (3.2) from this:

(l-«)/(x+2A)-2(l-a)/(;t+A) + (l-*)/(*) = 0(A)

for almost every xeE. Slide this by -1 and divide by (1 —a):

fix+h)-2fix)+fix-h) = Oih)

for almost every xeE.

To prove part (c), simply replace "O" by "o" throughout the proof of {b).
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